Cubjam Talent Show
The Cubjam Talent Show is back for 2019. No matter what your talent you are welcome to
showcase it before our judges and stake your claim at being crowned our 2019 Winner.
Act Size
Acts to be made up of between 1 & 10 members of a contingent which can include 1 Adult leader
as part of a group performance.
Categories

Singing

Sketch Act




Dancing
Other Performance eg: Magician

Duration
Each performance must last between 1 & 3 minutes. Any overrun is only permitted at the
discretion of the judges.
How to Take Part
If you wish to take part in the Talent Show, you MUST sign up. The easiest way to do this is via
our website. Just click on the Talent Show Application links and complete the form.
There will also be an opportunity to sign up during the Sunday at Cubjam.
What you must provide
The performers must provide their own, costume, props, instruments and scripts. Should you
require backing music this must be provided using MP3 format on a USB Memory Stick.
What will Cubjam Provide?
A suitable safe staging area is provided with between 1 & 3 microphones. Should you require to
plug in extra equipment such as an instrument you must notify us in advance of your requirements
and provide suitable cabling to connect your equipment to our audio mixing desk. Cubjam Stage
crew reserve the right to refuse to connect any equipment which it deems insufficient quality to
provide a useable sound.
Event Format
Auditions for registered entries will take place throughout the day on Monday. Each applicant will
be given a time slot to attend the audition arena. If you cannot make the allocated slot you must
contact us ASAP. Missed slots cannot be guaranteed to be rescheduled as time is limited and all
acts must be seen during the assigned period.
A maximum of 20 acts will be progressed through to the ‘Heats’ which take place in 2 rounds.
The judges will select no more than 5 acts from each heat to go into the final on Wednesday.
In the final, each act will be given a score by each judge which will be combined to give an average
judges’ score. In addition the audience will provide a score using an applause meter scoring
system. These will then be added to the judges’ average to determine the winning act.
In the event of a tie, the following criteria will be considered in order until a result is found.
 Act with highest public vote
 Judges vote between the acts
 Act with the highest individual judges score
 Stage Presenter decides
The results are final and are not open to further adjudication or alteration.

